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MTA 2015 Officers and Staff 
 

President- Randy Emr 
Tel: 973-219-4499                    Email: randyemr@aol.com 
 

Vice President- Dennis Vecchiarelli 
Tel:  973-338-9497                     Email: dvecc907@gmail.com 
 

Sergeant at Arms-Scott Fleck 
Tel: 908-391-2777                       Email:smokin_diesel62@yahoo.com 
 

Treasurer-Ginnie McDevitt 
Tel: 845-987-7896 
 

Parade/Event Coordinator-Peter Schindo 
Tel:201-456-4071                         Email: info@peterschindo.com 
           

Membership Chairman-Fred Schlesinger 
Tel:908-617-5066                          Email: fred@mtaofnj.us 
         

Recording Secretary-Vinny Schwartz 
Tel:  973-635-2404                     Email: vsaws@optonline.net 
 

Newsletter Editor-Dave Steinert 
Tel: 973-347-9091                 Email: dsteinert@optonline.net 
 

Web Master-George Wagner 
Tel: 973-927-7616                 Email:wagnergm@verizon.net 
 

2015 Sussex Show Chairman- Bill Murphy 
Tel: 973-527-3307                       Email: bmurph411@gmail.com 
                                         

Alternate event ,Holiday Party Coordinator- 
Brent Weaver 

Tel:201-841-1269                        Email: Bweav10@gmail.com 
 

Czar of Electronic Media Communication- 
Brad Kerber 

Tel:973-632-9834                          Email:bkerber@optonline.net 

 

On The Cover-The winner for Best of Show at the April 2015 
MTA Military Swap Meet was a SAS “Pink Panther” Military 
Land Rover. See article on page 3. 

THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON 
THURSDAY, May 7TH 2015 AT 7:30 PM AT THE 
WHIPPANY AMERCAN LEGION, LEGION PLACE, 
WHIPPANY, NJ. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE 
PROVIDED BEGINNING AT 7:00PM. 

  

Military Transport Association 
 

Meeting Minutes for Thursday, April 2nd 2015 
 

The meeting was called to order by President Randy 
Emr at 8:0O p.m. A Pledge of Allegiance and Moment of 
Silence was led by Andy Salzano.   

 

The Treasurer’s Report was supplied by Vice President 
Dennis Vecchiarelli and the figures are listed below: 
 

 

Parades / Events: Members are reminded to check the MTA 
Events Website for upcoming events. They are also 
encouraged to contact either Randy Emr or Peter Schindo to 
add any events that are of interest to our club members. 

There are several upcoming events that will be 
posted in the near future so check the club’s event calendar.  
Tim Farrell advised members that this year’s Memorial Day 
parades will be discussed at the next club meeting.  Anyone 
interested in attending this year’s parades are asked give 
their names to Tim.  

 

Swap Meet: Show Coordinator Bill Murphy reported that 
everything is on track for another successful MTA Show.  
Volunteers are needed to help with the pre-show set–up on 
Thursday (4/16) and Friday (4/17). They are also needed for 
the post show break down.  If you work the show, you get in 
for free and you eat for free!  If not, you pay admission and 
pay for your food just like any other show visitor. 

Fred Schlesinger reports that the sale of tables at 
the show is on track with last year’s show and there are still 
some tables available to interested vendors.  

 

Newsletter: Randy Emr thanked Dave Steinert for his 
continuing efforts in preparing and mailing the club’s 
newsletter out to our members every month. Thank you Dave 
for your continued efforts on behalf of our club. 
 

Membership: Membership Coordinator Fred Schlesinger, 
advised President Emr that there are still club members who 
have not paid their 2015 dues. Fred advised everyone to 
check the year label on their monthly newsletter’s label. If you 
see a 2014 on the label, your 2014 membership is expired 
and if you see a 2015 on your label, your dues are paid for 
this year. Fred will be at the MTA Club Table in April to collect 
dues or you can contact Fred to pay your dues.  You will stop 
receiving club newsletters as of May, if your 2015 dues are 
not paid. 
 

Good of the Club: Club member Jack McDevitt made a 
motion to start the monthly club meetings at 7:30p.m instead 
of the current 8:00p.m. start time. There are numerous 
members who travel a considerable distance to get to our 
monthly meetings and many who start their workday early, so 
ending the meeting at 9:00p.m  is beneficial to fostering better 
attendance at our monthly meetings. 

Most in attendance, agreed with Jack’s suggestion 
and the motion was passed by those attending. Let us know 
your thoughts on a 7:30p.m. start time.  

 

As the result of the vote, President Emr advised everyone 
that all future monthly club meeting at the American 
Legion Hall in Whippany will start at 7:30p.m.  

 

Randy concluded the meeting at 9:25p.m.  
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Where is Inspector Clouseau- 
When you need him? 

By David Steinert 
 

This year’s Military Transport Association’s 2015 
Spring Military Show and Swap Meet was again blessed with 
beautiful weather. On Saturday, temperatures reached into 
the mid-70s with a lot of sun and blue sky. Sunday was 
cooler, but it remained sunny, which helped the attendance 
reach over 3000 for both days. 

There were an estimated 140 military vehicles in 
attendance, representing all types of military mobilization from 
WWII to the present day.  

 

 
 

One of the most unique vehicles in attendance and 
voted Best of Show was a Cold War era British S.A.S. 
(Special Air Service) Military Land Rover painted in the most 
unusual camouflage color imaginable…Pink! And this was not 
because it was built on Valentine’s Day, there was a reason 
for this color, which is why these vehicles were fondly 
nicknamed “Pink Panther”. 

The SAS (Special Air Service) Regiment is one of the 
most famous units in the British Army, though it is one of the 
youngest dating back to 1941. The unit was designed as a 
small “airborne commando” group that would strike quickly 
behind enemy lines, attack supply depots, airfields, and other 
important communication stations, cause confusion and then 
melt away into the desert.  

 

 
 

Up to the early 1960’s the Jeep remained the 
principal vehicle, since then the British Land Rover has been 

the vehicle of choice. Since 1970 the SAS has used a refined 
conversion of the long wheel base of the Mark II Land Rover. 
This version has no windshield or side doors, but carries 
mounts for two general purpose machine guns. 

             Normal crew is three; driver, 
commander (who also served as a front 
gunner) and radio operator (who also 
served as a rear gunner). Occasionally a 
fourth crew member was carried. 

Three smoke candle dischargers 
are mounted at each corner of the vehicle and special 
equipment includes spotlight, pioneer tools, stowage lockers, 
and a rear tailboard extension to carry additional equipment, 
such as a radio set. The vehicle has extra fuel tanks that 
gives it a road range of 1,100 miles and weighs three tons 
fully stored and equipped. 

For desert operations, the pink paint scheme was 
said to be a highly effective desert camouflage, especially at 
dawn/dusk. This sand-pink color has led to the nick-name 
“Pink Panther”.  

The Pink Panther was in use with the SAS between 
the late 1960’s up until the mid-1980’s. They were eventually 
replaced by the Land Rover 110 series and its more subdued 
beige camouflage scheme. 

As the famous Inspector Jacques Clouseau once 

said, “Yes, well, life is not all shoot-shoot, bang-bang, 

you know”. 
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The Birth of the Military Transport Association 
By Harold Ratzburg 

Photo by Gary Schultz 
 

It was a dark and stormy night, way back in November, 
1972, when Dennis Spence, Pete Shaw, and Harold Ratzburg, met 
in  Ratzburg’s office to write up the by- laws for a new club that 
seemed to be needed at the time. The trio had gotten to know 
each other by word of mouth, and also through information from an 
Army surplus truck dealer called Sarafan's of Spring Valley, NY, 
which was the only company known to them, in the beginning, to buy 
and sell military vehicles and Jeep and truck parts.  

A few weeks later, a group of about six or eight military 
Jeep enthusiasts met in Ratzburg’s family room for the first meeting 
of what became the North Jersey Chapter of the Military Vehicle 
Collectors Club (MVCC), which is the predecessor of our 
MTA Club.                         

That MVCC club morphed over the years into the MVPA 
that we all know of today. The NJC was one of the first chapters to 
get the original MVCC organized and off the ground and our own 
Dennis Spence has the honor of holding membership status number 
as 1C.  That's right, the first member of our international hobby we 
know of as the MVPA, hails from NJ and the MTA family! 

Pictured below from left to right, Harold Ratzburg, John 
Vetter, Peter Shaw, Lou Sliazis and Mark Sigler, appear in the latest 
photo of “Old Geezer” MTA club members. Dennis Spence, 
unfortunately, could not make it to our April Show. 

 

 
 

 

Photographs from our 2015 April Military Show 
Photos by Gary Schultz 

 

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.mvpa.org/
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ERNIE PYLE, ON VICTORY IN EUROPE 
Submitted by Harold Ratzburg 

 

Editor’s Note: April 18 marked the 70
th
 anniversary of 

the death of famous World War II correspondent Ernie Pyle 
by a machine-gunner on Ie Shima in the Pacific Ocean.  To 
mark this occasion the Ernie Pyle World War II Museum in 
Dana, Indiana and Scripps Howard Foundation offered a 
reprint of the last column written by Ernie Pyle. The 
uncompleted work was found in the shirt pocket on his body 
on that date in 1945. Ironically the subject matter was the 
anticipated end of hostilities in Europe or V-E Day which 
actually occurred on May 8, 1945. 

             We think it is an 
appropriate time for us to recall 
the sacrifices made by those 
servicing and who had served in 
our Armed Forces. It’s a 
reminder to all of the ultimate 
sacrifice made by so many 
Americans to maintain the 
freedoms we enjoy.   

This column was never 
completed. A handwritten draft of 
it was found in Pyle’s pocket, 
April 18 1945, the day he was 
killed by a Japanese machine 
gunner on the island of Ie Shima. 

The Ernie Pyle World 
War II Museum features the 
famous journalists birthplace and 

a museum dedicated to Pyle’s’ life and writings as a war 
correspondent.  It is owned by the Friends of Ernie Pyle who 
are dedicated to preserving and expanding the legacy of the 
writer whose columns linked the soldiers on the front line to 
worried families on the home front. To preserve Ernie Pyle’s’ 
memory is to preserve the sacrifices made by what has been 
dubbed the Greatest Generation. To learn more about Ernie 
Pyle World War II Museum located in Data Indiana or make a 
donation to assist the effort of the Friends of Ernie Pyle to 
honor him and that generation, go to www.erniepyle.org. 

 

 
 

Ernie Pyle Biography 
The son of tenant farming parents in west-central 

Indiana, Erne Pyle became history’s greatest war 
correspondent.  When Pyle was killed by a Japanese 
machine gun bullet on the tiny Pacific island of Ie Shima in 
1945, his columns were being delivered to more than 14 
million homes according to his New York Times obituary.   

During the war, Pyle wrote about the hardships and 
bravery of the common solider, not grand strategy. His 
descriptions of the G.I.’s life was more important to families 
on the home front than battlefront tactics of Generals Dwight 
Eisenhower, Douglas MacArthur or George Patton. 

Prior to the United States entry into World War II, 
Pyle traveled to England and wrote about the Nazi’s continual 
bombing of London. His columns helped move the mood of 
America from isolationism to sympathy for the stubborn 
refusal to Great Britain to succumb to the will of Adolf Hitler. 

The Pulitzer Prize winning journalist’s legacy rests in 
his words and the impact they had on Americans before and 
during a war that threatened to take the word behind a curtain 
of fascism.  His columns open a window to the hardships 
endured by the common U.S. soldier during World War II and 
serve today to honor what has been called “The Greatest 
Generation”. 

 

 
 

The U.S. Army Vehicles of the 1919 
Transcontinental Motor Convoy-Part V 

By David Steinert 
 

 In the last issue of MPM, the 1919 Transcontinental 
Motor Convoy was making its way across the state of Iowa on 
its way to San Francisco.  
 

 
 

 As the convoy crossed the state line into Nebraska 
with their sights set on stopping in the city of Omaha, it 
became apparent, very quickly that the roads in Nebraska 
made Iowan roads look good. As a matter of fact, the 
condition of the roads was not going to get any better as they 
continued into Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada. In 1919, these 
states were too large and too sparsely settled to pay for 
improving their highways by themselves.  
 The Lincoln Highway through Nebraska followed the 
Union Pacific all the way across the state, nearly five hundred 
miles. The railroad had leased fifty feet of its right-of-way to a 
few counties on the route, so the highway could run alongside 
it and avoid a lot of right angle jogs. The ascent from the city 
of Omaha to the Western High Plains would be an 
adventurous and challenging haul on sand and gravel roads 
and it would take the convoy ten days to cross the state. 
 They pass through Council Bluffs and penetrated the 
city limits of Omaha. It was now the last week of July, 1919 
and the summer heat wave was peaking with temperatures 
topping one hundred degrees. The Missouri River passes 
through Omaha and the convoy had been trailering pontoon 
boats with their intention being needed for the crossing of the 
river. But a decision was made to cross the river on a mile 
long streetcar bridge on Douglas Street. When the convoy 
reached the other side of the river, it was greeted by the 

http://www.erniepyle.org/
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people of Omaha, where the army was cheered, fed and 
entertained. The unused pontoon boats were given to the Mayor 
as a gift.  
 The convoy proceeded to Fort Omaha, an old military 
facility that 40 years earlier had been the base of operations for 
General Cook during the Indian campaigns in the west. It was 
then used for the army balloon school during WWI. Here the 
convoy spent a day to completely overhaul before they tackled 
the West. Engines were tuned, tires were changed and much 
needed maintenance was done to all the vehicles. 
 The next day the convoy left and proceeded to 
Columbus, Nebraska. The commander of the convoy was told 
that the highway was “fair to good” as far as the city of Kearney, 
but after that you would hit “rough stuff”. But even the “fair to 
good” roads out of Omaha turned out to be awful. The roads 
were of graded sand and rotted dirt that produced four to ten 
inches of dust.  
 

 
 

 One of the kitchen trailers finally busted apart beyond 
repair under the constant beating of the harsh road surface. The 
road conditions and the heat created more than the usual 
breakdowns and it took the convoy more than ten hours to get to 
Columbus. In Columbus, the procession drew a bigger crowd 
than the Fourth of July with performances by a local band and 
dancing in the streets until late into the night when it began to 
rain. 
 The next few days, the weather cooled and spotty 
showers persisted through central and western Nebraska. The 
rain was welcomed by the local cattleman and corn growers, but 
for the convoy it was an additional threat to worsening the 
already awful road conditions. It took eleven hours to go eighty-
two miles from Grand Island through Kearney to Lexington.  

The biggest holdup came when a Class B truck ran into 
a ditch four feet deep, burying itself over the axles in the soft dirt. 
The Militor gave a wonderful exhibition of its power as it retrieved 
the mired vehicle, although it took the army’s steel dinosaur two 
hours to haul the truck back from the ditch. Not finished for the 
day, the Militor then towed a FWD truck, whose bearings were 
burned out, the last dozen miles into the evening camp site. 

On Friday, August 1, the convoy arrived in Lexington, 
Nebraska. This was the estimated half-way point of their long 
cross-country journey. Here, lots of hospitality was thrown at the 
members of the convoy. Dining and dancing was enjoyed by all. 

As the convoy left Lexington, it entered into the Sand 
Hills, a sere desert dune range that edges closer to the road and 
gently buckles and rolls the wide landscape. A light rain began 
falling, and precautions were taken before the sand turned to 
mud by strapping chains on all the rear tires. 

Unfortunately, tire chains didn’t help as trucks began 
sliding off the road as the roads turned to a slick mud. The Mack 

truck carrying the Maxwell caterpillar tractor slithered into a ditch. 
The Militor rescued four Class B’s one after another before 
skidding onto the shoulder and getting buried to the frame in the 
sandy muck. It took the wrecker’s crew two hours to dig it out by 
hand. 

By the end of the day, twenty-five trucks had slid off 
what passed as a highway. Two bridges needed strengthening 
by the engineers before trucks could safely cross them. And 
almost all the motorbikes gave out too, their engines clogged 
with mud. They finally reached Gothenburg late in the afternoon. 

The next day was no better, truck after truck sank to the 
hubs. The engines couldn’t handle it. Fan belts sprang, bearings 
burned out, cylinder heads blew. At one point the Maxwell tractor 
had all twelve of the engineers’ trucks under tow in one grinding, 
snaking line. 

The men tried chaining the trucks together, hoping those 
unmired would keep the stuck ones moving on. When this didn’t 
work, the Militor weighed in and hauled the whole line. By the 
end of the day, it had taken every truck in the convoy under tow, 
dragging them over steep rises and deep chuckholes. (What’s a 
Militor…stay tuned!) 

The convoy crawled across the heartland of Nebraska 
like a herd of turtles, khaki dots struggling through an ocean of 
grass and sand, inching closer to the city of North Platte. When 
they reached the city, they suspended the journey for twenty-four 
hours to rest, reorganize and recoup. But the struggles continued 
as they crawled towards the Wyoming border. 

(The story of the 1919 Transcontinental Motor Convoy 
continues in the next issue of Motor Pool Messenger…and find 
out what the hell a Militor is!) 

 

 
 

The Maxwell Tractor 
 

 One of the unsung heroes of the 1919 Transcontinental 
Motor Convoy was the Maxwell tractor. The 5-ton tractor was 
carried on the back of a Mack truck except when it was 
necessary to utilize it or where the grades were so steep that the 
Mack couldn’t proceed until the tractor was unloaded. But for the 
tractor’s ability to pull heavy loads through mud or deep sand, 
most of the larger trucks in the convoy would never have reached 
San Francisco.  
 

 
 

The idea for a military tractor began in May 1915, eight 
months after the European war had started, the War Department 
authorized a test of a Holt 75 tractor at the Rock Island Arsenal – 
provided the Holt company paid all expenses. More tests that fall 
at Fort Sill finally convinced the hidebound Army brass to convert 
the 9th Field Artillery Regiment, stationed at Schofield Barracks 
in Hawaii, to a fully motorized outfit. 
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In 1916, the U.S. Army Ordnance Corps placed an order 
for a number of “Holt 45 tractors or its equal.” In response to this 
order, Holt developed the armored “Artillery Tractor 5-ton Model 
1917,” although it wasn’t ready for another year. 

The 4-cylinder gas engine was identical to the “Liberty” 
engine used in Army trucks built by several manufacturers. The 
424-cubic-inch engine turned 56 hp at 1,200 rpm and had a 
vacuum fuel pump to supply fuel on steep grades. The 5-ton 
crank-start tractor had a 3-speed transmission, along with 
steering clutches operated by a tiller-type steering lever and 
individual brakes. Although the engine compartment and radiator 
were protected by 1/4-inch armor plate, neither the operator nor 
the two rear-mounted 17-gallon fuel tanks had any protection. 

The Holt company was already committed to supplying 
tractors to England and France. War Department orders for 
another 3,000 or 4,000 crawlers stretched the firm’s capacity 
beyond its limit. Holt’s employees worked six-day, 48-hour weeks 
with lots of overtime and still couldn’t keep up. To ease the strain 
on Holt factories, manufacture of the Holt 5-ton armored artillery 
tractor was farmed out to two other companies, Reo Motor Car 
Co., Lansing, Mich., and Maxwell Motor Co., Detroit. 

 

 
 

After the war ended in 1918, all military contracts were 
abruptly cancelled, leaving Holt (and probably Reo and Maxwell, 
as well) with 5-ton tractors in inventory. Holt converted most of 
those to civilian use and sold them as 5-ton Model T11 tractors. 

Of course, the Army still owned a number of 5-tons and 
probably used them for several years, explaining why a Maxwell 
5-ton tractor accompanied the 1919 cross-country expedition. 

(Information provided from an article by Sam Moore) 
 

 
To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please email 
Dave Steinert at dsteinert@optonline.net or call 973-347-9091. 
 

FOR SALE: FOUR GOOD CONDITION / TRAILER TIRES MOUNTED 
(PAINT PEELING) / ST205X75R`5 GOODYEAR MARATHON RADIALS / 
RATED LOAD C. Rims have 5 hole pattern w/ 4-1/2 center. ASKING 
$80.  CAN BRING TO A MEETING OR GILBERT SHOW. TOM MCHUGH 

908-852-1964  TMMCHUGH@MSN.COM (5/15) 

 
For Sale-WWII French rebuilt Dodge engine complete in crate. 

Engine will not turn over by hand. $1000, call Rand at (973)-334-
1103. (3/15) 

 
For Sale-I am selling my 3/4 ton trailer, no racks or bows $650, Call Randy 

973-219-4499. (3/15) 

 
For Sale-M37 Deep Water Fording Kit NOS (still in wooden crate) $350. Call 

Bill @ 315-689-9880 NY (9/14) 

 
For Sale- PA- Siren-Horn. Federal Signal PA-300 complete with 

high power 200-watt dual-horn speaker, microphone, and manual. 
Siren has wail, yelp, and hi-lo settings. Runs on 24 volts. This goes 
for $250-$300 on eBay. Yours for only $125. Dave Ahl, 

swapmeetdave@aol.com, 973-285-0716.

 
 For Sale-M35A2, a great running w/camo paint Deuce. Has heater 

Jatonka fuel 7 oil filters, straight tailgate, new vinyl cab soft top. Has 
air shift front axle. Asking $5500 or best offer. Call Vinny, cell:973-
476-9544, home:973-635-2404. (10/13) 

 
For Sale- M38 parts- I have one windshield in good condition with cracked 
glass $100. Pair of original fenders, take off, good condition, easy repairs, 
$50 for the pair.Tool box lid, good condition $20. I also have a grill and air 

cleaner but I believe they are from a CJ3A. Call Mark Burghardt at 973-906-

1069 or email for pics: markkb@optonline.net (8/13) 

 
For Sale-Assortment of M-35 and M-135/211 parts. Please email your 
requests to ajtucophc@comcast.net 

 
For Sale- 1959 M-100 trailer with a clean N.J. title, no rust, with extra set of 
wheels. Someone cut a small door into the back panel that doesn't take away 
from it. Otherwise in nice cond. that looks good. It comes with two military 
generators (years unknown) also a bow and both brackets for a M-38 jeep 
canvas top in it. $700. for all, located in central N.J. Call Phil Galvano 732-
539-4919  

 
For Sale-Parting out a M37, have both body & engine parts. I also have MB, 
GPW and CJ Jeep parts, plus some wheels for a CJ. Call Tom Weaver at 
(973)-627-9448. 

 
For Sale-Mil Spec primers and paints, OD and Camo. WWII Jeep frames, 
front, rears, transmissions, PTOs, GI grease and oils. Call Paul Wadeson at 
(607)-637-2275. 

 
For Sale-2-1/2 ton Vietnam era troop seats, muliti fuel, bows & winch. Runs 
great, needs a little cab work, $3500.  Ben Hale Trailer - 1 ton with bows, 
lightly rusted, $300. 1968 M725 Ambulance - very nice shape - everything is 
there. Rear gas heater, fresh paint, European tires, $3,500. M37 parts, 
complete truck, part out with winch. Halftrack parts - call for your needs hood, 
doors, radiators, rims, winch, lights, cab parts, armor, electrical etc. Call Dave 
@917-567-6419, NY  

 
For Sale-1952 M37 for parts, no engine, 1951 M37 in mint  shape, 

heat, winch, troop seats, 1968 M725 Jeep ambulance in great 
shape, 1-ton trailer with bows, 2.5-ton w/winch, multi-fuel, troop 
seats, runs great, needs sheet metal work. I’m looking for halftrack 
parts, T16 carrier parts, 105 MM Howitzer. I will buy train wrecks for 
cash.!! , or trade    call me Dave at 1-917-567-6419.  

 
For Sale-I have just received some of the adjustable legs for the rear of the 
M-101, ¾-ton trailers. These are new in the box (NOS), CARC color, $40 
each plus shipping. I'm in Zip 21071 (Maryland). E-mail at 
glengar@verizon.net, if interested. Tim Clark. 

 
For Sale: Looking for a military vehicle?  From projects to ground-up 

Restorations and everything in between! Check out: 
WWW.USMILITARYVEHICLES.COM 

 
Wanted: Early MB parts- I am looking for a pair of MB, 8 leaf front leaf 
springs, windshield frame, rear seat, small mouth gas tank, solid disk wheels. 

Call Mark Burghardt at 973-906-1069 or email: markkb@optonline.net . 

(8/13) 

 
Wanted-For M725 drivers compartment pull out style heater control cables, 

knobs are marked “heat, defrost and fresh air”. Marc Ziegler (973) 263-1923.  
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Military Transport Association 
Of North Jersey 

P.O. Box 393 
Budd Lake, NJ 07828 

 

 
  

                              
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next MTA monthly meeting  
will be held on Thursday, May 7th,  
7:30PM at the Whippany American  
Legion Hall 
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